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this book is intended for audio consumption only. Please visit our listing on Audible.Is your child
learning Chinese Mandarin and you wish to help him/her improve his/her understanding of the
language so they can slowly build their confidence when speaking Chinese Mandarin?If you’ve
answered YES,Let This Audiobook Do All The Heavy Lifting For You As Far As Teaching Your
Son/Daughter Chinese Mandarin Is Concerned!There is no denying that learning a new
language when you are still young is a lot easier than when you are already grown. The fact that
you are here means you understand that and having seen how the world is evolving, you feel
compelled to help your child learn Chinese Mandarin.Perhaps you have all manner of questions
going through your mind…Is the audiobook structured in a way that makes it ideal for a child?Is
it easy to follow?Will it help your little one start pronouncing words like native Chinese Mandarin
speakers?Will the audiobook help your little one know how to use Chinese Mandarin in different
contexts?The answer to all these questions is a resounding YES!More precisely, you will
find:Actionable content that will instantly get your little one to start speaking Chinese
MandarinThe content follows a logical order to make it easy to followLots of Chinese Mandarin
phrases to help your child learn how to use the terms in different contextsPractice sections to
help your child perfect their knowledge of Chinese MandarinContent that has been triple
checked for accuracyAnd much more!Even if you don’t speak Chinese Mandarin, this audiobook
does all the heavy lifting for you!Click Buy Now to get a copy today!Is your child learning
Chinese Mandarin and you wish to help him/her improve his/her understanding of the language
so they can slowly build their confidence when speaking Chinese Mandarin?If you’ve answered
YES,Let This Audiobook Do All The Heavy Lifting For You As Far As Teaching Your Son/
Daughter Chinese Mandarin Is Concerned!There is no denying that learning a new language
when you are still young is a lot easier than when you are already grown. The fact that you are
here means you understand that and having seen how the world is evolving, you feel compelled
to help your child learn Chinese Mandarin.Perhaps you have all manner of questions going
through your mind…Is the audiobook structured in a way that makes it ideal for a child?Is it easy
to follow?Will it help your little one start pronouncing words like native Chinese Mandarin
speakers?Will the audiobook help your little one know how to use Chinese Mandarin in different
contexts?The answer to all these questions is a resounding YES!More precisely, you will
find:Actionable content that will instantly get your little one to start speaking Chinese
MandarinThe content follows a logical order to make it easy to followLots of Chinese Mandarin
phrases to help your child learn how to use the terms in different contextsPractice sections to
help your child perfect their knowledge of Chinese MandarinContent that has been triple
checked for accuracyAnd much more!Even if you don’t speak Chinese Mandarin, this audiobook
does all the heavy lifting for you!Click Buy Now to get a copy today!



About the AuthorRob Hodgson was born in a seaside town in the south of England in 1988. He
studied illustration at Plymouth University. Today he lives in Bristol, where he spends his days
making a mess and turning it into quality illustration projects and books. He cites Yoko Ono, Ed
Templeton, and Arthur Russell among his influences. Working with traditional and lo-fi
techniques such as block printing and wood cut, along with digital processes, Rob combines old
and new approaches to create his work. His books have been translated into a dozen languages
and his first author-illustrated book, The Cave, was chosen by Book Trust to be given free to
every preschool-aged child in England. His interests include animals, skateboards, the
psychology of perception, and collecting strange toys. --This text refers to the board_book
edition.
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LEARN MANDARIN CHINESE FOR KIDS AUTHOR: A.J
SUN INTRODUCTION MUSICHi, welcome to Learn Mandarin Chinese for kids! Author by A.J
Sun, narrative by Zixuan Wu.I am going to teach you how to say different Mandarin vocabulary
and use sentences in a practical way so you can start to use them daily right away. In each
chapter, I will be repeating the word and sentences 2 times and the 3rd time will be your turn to
try. It is ok to make mistakes just relax, have fun and try your best!!!INTRO MUSICChapter 1
Common vocabulary     We will be using these vocabularies a lot to make our sentences for
each chapter. LET’S START NOW! [Repeat each Chinese word 3 times – and say Your turn
(silence for 2 seconds) Say a Good job and we repeat the ENGLISH AND CHINESE
word.] Example: Like --     YOUR TURN (silence for 2 seconds) GOOD JOB LIKE   Like
 --   YOUR TURN ___ GOOD JOB – LIKE   Love Most Is What  Name  Yes No Color 
Animal  Year old This Have At Use Go Very Fast Slow Eat Drink Know  Learn How are
you   Speak/talk

LEARN MANDARIN CHINESE FOR KIDS AUTHOR: A.J
SUN INTRODUCTION MUSICHi, welcome to Learn Mandarin Chinese for kids! Author by A.J
Sun, narrative by Zixuan Wu.I am going to teach you how to say different Mandarin vocabulary
and use sentences in a practical way so you can start to use them daily right away. In each
chapter, I will be repeating the word and sentences 2 times and the 3rd time will be your turn to
try. It is ok to make mistakes just relax, have fun and try your best!!!INTRO MUSICChapter 1
Common vocabulary     We will be using these vocabularies a lot to make our sentences for
each chapter. LET’S START NOW! [Repeat each Chinese word 3 times – and say Your turn
(silence for 2 seconds) Say a Good job and we repeat the ENGLISH AND CHINESE
word.] Example: Like --     YOUR TURN (silence for 2 seconds) GOOD JOB LIKE   Like
 --   YOUR TURN ___ GOOD JOB – LIKE   Love Most Is What  Name  Yes No Color 
Animal  Year old This Have At Use Go Very Fast Slow Eat Drink Know  Learn How are
you   Speak/talk INTRO MUSIC – Now let’s put them in sentences:[we will repeat the Chinese
sentence 2 times and say NOW IS YOUR TURN (silence for 2 seconds) say GOOD JOB repent
the sentence again.] Example: Sentence one, what is your name             now is your turn
(silence for 2 seconds) good job       Sentence one: What is your name            
YOUR TURN___ GOOD JOB – What is your name       Sentence two: What is your favorite
animal         Sentence three: What color do you like        Chapter 2 NUMBERS   1 2


The book by A.J Sun has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 297 people have provided feedback.
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